IMEJI DAY 2013 (MUNICH, 22 OCT 13)

Munich, Max Planck Digital Library, October 22, 2013

imeji - Publish Your Scientific Multimedia Data

imeji creates citable research assets by describing, enriching, sharing, exposing, linking and archiving data. The web-based open source software offers a dedicated metadata management by supporting a non-restrictive metadata schema definition, as simple as liked or as complex as needed. (http://imeji.org/)

PROGRAM

We will start with an overview of the software itself as well as deeper insights into the core functionalities and the specialties of imeji.

Several imeji users (project coordinators, scientists and developers) will share their working experiences with imeji and will point out why the imeji solution fulfills their needs.

After a time for discussion and questions we will start the, more technical, afternoon. If you want to set up imeji by yourself, customize it or get involved into the imeji development, this is the part you should not miss!

09:00 – 09:10
The imeji Community welcomes you
The imeji Community

09:10 – 09:20
Reception
Wilhelm Frank, acting head of the innovations department, Max Planck Digital Library

09:20 – 09:50
Presentation of the imeji software
Bastien Saquet, Max Planck Digital Library

09:50 – 10:50
Why imeji? Functionalities and other solutions
The imeji Community

10:50 – 11:15
Coffee break
11:15 – 11:45
imeji in use – Konrad Zuse Internet Archive
Julian Röder, Freie Universität Berlin
11:45 – 12:15
imeji in science – best practice scenario
Dr. Todoroki Shin-ichi, National Institute of Materials Science
12:15 – 13:00
Lunch
13:00 – 13:30
imeji for scientists – The Pierce Project
Jörg Busse, Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
13:30 – 14:00
imeji for scientists – The HyperImage integration
Leuphana Universität Lüneburg
14:00 – 15:00
Discussion
15:00 – 15:30
Coffee break
15:30 – 16:00
imeji techtalk
Friederike Kleinfercher, Max Planck Digital Library
16:00 – 16:20
Customize imeji css
Karsten Asshauer, Humboldt Universität zu Berlin & Marco Schlender, Max Planck Digital Library
16:20 – 17:00
imeji install – How To?
The imeji Community
17:00 – 17:15
Goodbye

The imeji Day will be held at the Max Planck Digital Library in Munich, Amalienstr.33, 80799 Munich, Room 213 (http://www.mpdl.mpg.de/contact/location_en.htm).

REGISTRATION

As the number of participants is limited, please make sure to register! Send an informal mail to imeji-support@gwdg.de

Please let us know your preferred language (en or de), as well as if you want to join us for an informal dinner (self-paid) in the evening of October 22nd.

http://www.mpdl.mpg.de/meeting/meeting_2013/imeji_day_2013.htm
Friederike Kleinfercher & Karsten Asshauer, on behalf of the imeji community

Friederike Kleinfercher
Max Planck Digital Library (MPDL)
Amalienstrasse 33
80799 Munich, Germany
http://www.mpdl.mpg.de
e-Mail: kleinfercher@mpdl.mpg.de
phone: +49-89-38602-243
fax: +49-89-38602-280

Karsten Asshauer
karsten.asshauer@culture.hu-berlin.de
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Institut für Kunst- und Bildgeschichte
Georgenstraße 47 | D-10117 Berlin
Raum 2.05 | +49-(0)30-?2093-66243
http://www.kunstgeschichte.hu-berlin.de/edv

REFERENCE:
<https://arthist.net/archive/5895>.